Wonder Works

Feel the hurricane winds!

WWW.WONDERWORKSMB.COM
1313 CELEBRITY CIRCLE
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29577
843.626.9962

@WONDERWORKSMB
#UPSIDEDOWNHOUSE

Hurricane Simulator
XTREME 360° Bikes
Virtual Sports
Tesla Coil

Laser Tag
Bubble Lab
Wonder Coasters
6D XD Motion Theater

The Art of Dr. Seuss
Space Discovery
Fun Zone
Indoor Ropes Course

Did you know?
The WonderWorks upside-down Laboratory is considered one of the most unusual and amazing buildings in the world!

Soar + [explore]

Soar 50 ft. Above Water on the Zipline!

Explore a 40 ft. Tall Ropes Course!

What's inside?

Come and explore Professor Wonder's upside-down Laboratory! Spend quality time exploring on multiple floors featuring over 100 hands-on exhibits! Experience an upside-down adventure like no other!
Experience the Upside-Down Adventure

Don't look down! Indoor Ropes Course!

Feel the 6D XD Motion Theater!

Ride the Wonder Coaster!